
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of CCB risk-mortgage. We appreciate you taking the time to review
the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for CCB risk-mortgage

Settlement Validation - execute quality oversight/testing of Origination,
Servicing and Default servicing standards
Act as the Counter Party Risk Manager for CMG, leading a team of Risk
Analysts in Jacksonville, and Financial Analysts in Manila
Drive innovative and analytically driven optimization of the approval and
ongoing risk management processes across the Correspondent base, all
within CMG’s acceptable risk parameters and established SLA’s
Partner with Correspondent Business personnel to maintain a strong
communications channel, supporting the business in meeting its account
goals while maintaining an appropriate balance of risk management and
customer service
Participate and lead risk discussions, both within CMG and with the
Correspondent business, concerning Correspondents with approval or red
flag risk issues
Assure proper escalation of correspondent risk issues
Maintain strong communications with other Chase Mortgage groups,
including compliance and legal, to ensure appropriate expertise is brought
into correspondent risk discussions
Ensure excellent oversight of Correspondent Risk, including the Performance
and Financial Watchlist processes
Attend Mortgage Banking conventions in support of the business, meeting
with prospective and existing correspondents as scheduled
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Qualifications for CCB risk-mortgage

3-5 years demonstrated experience in the mortgage banking industry which
may include origination, underwriting, risk management or warehouse
lending functions
Bachelor's degree in a discipline related to Risk Management or equivalent
job experience
Ability to work independently and to handle ambiguity
Team player with ability to work with colleagues in a collaborative manner,
ability to manage prioritization
Bachelor's Degree in a quantitative field such as Mathematics, Statistics,
Technology or Economics is required
Assist as necessary with maintenance of testing procedures to ensure most
recent version is up to date with policies and processes


